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Many of you will know by now that our vice chairman Robert, (Bob),
Dunnett sadly passed away on May 1st. I have written an obituary which
appears in this newsletter. Martyn Cook, our chairman has also written
about Robert and what he meant to the society and some of what he
achieved.
Our thoughts go out to his family in these unprecedented times when, of
course his own family were unable to visit him in hospital.
The poster on my fence advertising our Aviation Museum has a message
on it "closed for the duration of the war". Because that's what it feels like.
Nobody knows when we will get back to some semblance of normality
but I guess, as they say, "we are all in it together."
At the time of writing this we are still in full lock-down, but Howard King
is going ahead with the hope of visiting the Shuttleworth Collection
August 2nd.
For other activities - such as the resumption of our monthly meetings,
please remember that our web site www.mhas.org.uk is always there to
update you.
With the 75th anniversary of the end of the war in Europe already being
celebrated I have included two story’s to mark this milestone. One sent in
by Howard King relating to Alan Smith our Consultative Archivist and
the other by Peggy Butler.
Our president, Richard Barker has submitted an article about Prince
Obolensky. A member of a prominent Russian family who emigrated to
England to avoid the Bolshevik revolution and who died at Martlesham
when his Hawker Hurricane overshot the runway. Richard has a life long
passion for Rugby and it shows!
Our member, Roger Brown has submitted an interesting article. I had
forgotten about the tragic crash of a De Havilland Vampire in Ipswich in
1949.
My brother has submitted an article detailing an annual memorial service
typical of many held annually in the countries that were overrun by the
Nazis.
ED
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Newsletter Contributions
If you have an article or a story you would like to share with the
other members of the Society then please send it to me....

Alan Powell - Newsletter Editor
16 Warren Lane
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich IP5 3SH

Tel: Ipswich 622458
E-Mail Address
alanpowell321@gmail.com

Other Committee Contacts...
Chairman

Martyn Cook

(01473) 614442

Secretary
Treasurer
Program Sec.
Membership Sec.
Publicity Sec.
Catering
Clerk of Works
Museum Manager
Engineering
Groundsman

Alan Powell
Pat Lisseman
Vicky Gunnell
Martyn Cook
Howard King
Peter Morris
Colin Whitmore
Ian Lisseman
Brian Gray
Robert Alexander

(01473) 622458
(01473) 611665
(01473) 720004
(01473) 614442
(01473) 274300
(01473) 415787
(01473) 729512
(01473) 611665
(01394) 383163
(07766) 336068

I would like to welcome 7 new members since our last newsletter…

Brian Britton
Donald Sharpe

Ivan Fisher
Nigel Hall
Geoffrey Thorpe

Marion Sharpe
Arthur Wong

Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:
Martyn Cook : 4 Peel Yard: Martlesham Heath : Ipswich : IP5 3UL
Telephone: (01473) 614442
Email: martyn.mhas@gmail.com
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I hope you have enjoyed reading your newsletter.
But now for the crunch… Sadly the Coronavirus put paid to our
1st “Annual Associate Members Meeting” back in May (originally
called the AGM). Included with this newsletter is a copy of the
Chairman’s report along with our financial statement for 2019-20.
Should life return to something like we remember it, then we can
look forward to continuing the 2020-21 year.
However, your newsletter will only arrive on your doorstep or in
your hand if you renew your membership. So, why not take the
opportunity to rejoin as soon as possible (details on page 24).
Should you not wish to rejoin may I on behalf of the MHAS trustees
wish you all the very best for the future.
Martyn Cook - MHAS Chairman

In the February edition of Runway 22 I wrote that I had received a request
regarding an American pilot who had been based at Martlesham and been
taken prisoner of war. I now have further news of this and have included
it below. ED
I am very grateful to Darren Adkinson, who has brought to our attention
the story of a 359th Squadron fighter pilot.
Darren is a Brit. who now lives in
the US. He contacted me through
our web site to ask if we knew
about Second Lieutenant Arthur
Wong, who baled out over Germany on Christmas Eve 1944.
I had written a booklet about Kesgrave Hall and the 359th fighter
squadron, who were based there. In
it was a photo of Arthur Wong together with other American ex
POW fighter pilots.

Wh at ’s on
Vicky Gunnell - Programme Secretary
This is a speculative programme so please check on our web site or
contact a trustee for further information regarding the following
meetings taking place.
AIR COMMODORE,
3rd July ‘20 .……………. Audio Visual Presentation… PHILIP WILKINSON. RETD.
Author of ‘Red Star & Roundel’: A Shared Century'

2nd August ‘20 .……….…. Shuttleworth - Family Airshow….……

Darren is in touch with Arthur
Wong, who is still alive and lives
fairly near to Darren. Arthur Wong
said that he has never seen that
photo.

COACH TRIP

‘A Flying Spectacular with Open Museum & Gardens’

4th September ‘20 .……..…. Audio Visual Presentation ……...…

NICK BLACK

'The Battle of Barking Creek'

2nd October '20 .…….……. Audio Visual Presentation …....

ROBERT PEARSON

'The German Invasion of Norway'

6th November ‘20 .…………. Audio Visual Presentation …...… SIMON GLADAS
'Bentwaters - The RAF Years'

4th December ‘20 .…………. Audio Visual Presentation …...… PETER EMPSON
'Surviving 15 years of Bush Flying in Africa'

He gave Darren Adkinson a journal of illustrations and a booklet describing his experiences that he wrote whilst a POW. Darren has now generously sent them to us for inclusion in our archives. This is all now
available to borrow from our library.

Please check website - www.mhas.org.uk - for Programme updates

Arthur Wong describes how he finished up at Martlesham Heath and
spent the first week practice flying the P47 Thunderbolt. However, a P51
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Mustang arrived at the end of his first week and he flew the P51 for about
20 minutes. The very next morning he was assigned to fly the P51 on a
mission over Germany escorting B-17's.
As soon as they crossed into Germany Arthur Wong realised that the
cockpit was filling with smoke. He eventually pulled the canopy release
only to see that although he had been flying with other P-51's above the
bombers he looked up only to see that he had descended through the
bomber formation and could now see them above him!

and it is possible that it was cancelled due to ill health, but he certainly did
eventually give us his presentation.
Harry was a navigator in the RAF finishing up as a Flight Lieutenant
Instructor at No 2 ANS (Advanced Navigation School) at RAF Stradishall, near Haverhill in Suffolk (Now HMP Highpoint Prison). My thanks
to John Fuller for the information on Harry's career.
Martyn - MHAS Chairman

He decided to bale out and although in his journal he wrote light heartedly
about the experience of baling out, it must have been a terrifying experience at the time.
Arthur Wong then explains that as he was floating down a number of
soldiers and civilians were waiting to greet him! After they searched him
they wanted to know why an Asian was fighting them on Christmas Eve!
Various items included a hack saw blade, but the item which caused some
amusement was a condom! One of them turned to him and said, "For you
the de var ist over!
After interrogation he was taken by truck to Koblenz. It had recently been
bombed and as he was being marched through the town he was aware of
the hostility towards him. He was then ordered into a truck and his guard
was an elderly soldier with an old rifle. Arthur Wong considered overpowering the old man but thought better of it. A Chinese in Germany in
the middle of the winter was unlikely to get very far!
This was the time of the "battle of the bulge" and he was joined by a large
number of captured GI's. After four days marching with little food they
arrived at a city and he was separated from the infantry and put aboard a
train. They eventually arrived at Stettin on the northern tip of Germany.
Stalag Luft 1 was where about 20,000 airmen of all allied air forces were
housed. Some of them had been there since Dunkirk.
After experiencing awful and inadequate food and being infested with lice
all the guards disappeared. The Russians were coming and they were
liberated. Arthur Wong's journal goes on to describe his life after the war.
I have both the journal of his complete biography and also the amusing
illustrated book he compiled whilst a POW. As soon as this nightmare of
a lock-down ends and the museum is open once more they will reside in
our archives for all to see.
Alan Powell
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Back to business… MHAS is now a “Charitable Incorporated Organisation”. Our new Charity number printed on the front of this newsletter.
For those of you who attended the 2019 AGM our society President Mr
Richard Barker, who spent a terrific amount of time negotiating with the
Charity Commission for the changes to come into effect outlined what the
changes would involve. A vote was taken to carry forward the application
and towards the end of 2019 we changed our Charity status to become a
CIO - “Charitable Incorporated Organisation.”
The trustees are very appreciative of all the work that Richard has put into
this task and we thank him most sincerely on behalf of the trustees and,
you the members.
For those of you who wish in the future to renew your membership by
BACS then you will require the following information regarding our
NEW bank account ( see below)
National Westminster (NatWest) Ipswich
Account Name:

Martlesham Heath Aviation Society

Account No:

14670909

Sort Code:

60-24-45

In order to help the society treasurer, Pat has asked that you use your
Surname and Membership No: as the reference i.e… “Surname 678”
_________________________
Should you simply wish to send me a cheque details of membership cost’s
and my address appear on page 26. “Membership Secretary's Report”.
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and the Remembrance Service's. What a lovely lady Maureen is and what
a lovely chat we had. I intend to visit Maureen when this virus has
departed.
Martyn - MHAS Chairman

The following is a statement by the acting leader of the flight’
Statement by 1st Lt James B Griswold 0-76498 359th Fighter Squadron
on the mission of 24th December 1944 F.O 1446A from which Lt Arthur
Wong did not return. Lt Wong is reported as missing in action.
"I was leading Farmhorse Blue Flight leading Bucket Section due to Red
Leader aborting. Lt Wong was flying Blue Two.
We were at 27,000ft above the bombers when he, (Lt Wong} did a wing
over and dove between the sections of the box below us. I called him and
asked him what the trouble was as he had made no call. Lt Wong said he
had smoke in the cockpit and was heading 270 degrees. He also stated he
was losing altitude rapidly.
I followed him down and greatly overshot him, so I made a tight 360
degrees turn to lose speed. He was flying straight and level at the time he
started the turn to turn, but was losing altitude. Just before the turn was
the last time I had contact with Lt Wong. After completing my orbit he
called me asking my position. I gave him my course and asked him for his
and angels. We were then told to get off the air because another part of the
Group had located bogeys, which turned out to be the RAF.I called Lt
Wong in 2 minutes and received no further reply.Lt Wong pealed out of
formation just south east of Coblenz and was last seen SE of Laacher lake
at about 22,000ft presumably heading 270 degrees
James B Griswold, 1st Lt Air Corp.

Harold Christian Luppens passed away Saturday November 23rd 2019.
Harold was born August 6th, 1923, in Toledo, Ohio. In 1943 he was drafted into the
356th Fighter Group, 361st Squadron at RAF Martlesham Heath until October 1945.
Peggy Butler spent from 1942 to 1945 as a Radar Operator, for some time
based at the R.A.F. Bawdsey Radar Station.
Again another member who joined early in the new millennium was
Harry Watson. November 2001 to be precise. Sadly Harry passed away
on the 3rd of April aged 89 years. Harry had been ill for some time and
his son passed on the information to Alan King, thank you Alan for letting
us know.

She, and other WAAF’s often spent off duty time at R.A.F. Martlesham
Heath, and attended dances organised by the Royal Air Force and the
United States Army Air Force. She also remembered Woodbridge and
Felixstowe and elsewhere locally.
Below is her memory of V.E. Day as she experienced it at R.A.F. Bawdsey.

In February 2006 Harry was down to give a talk about his flying career in
Borneo in a "Scottish Aviation" Twin Pioneer. I have looked up this date

Enough people know of it’s coming as far as Europe is concerned. I can
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only say how it affected us. Weeks before, it was rumoured that VE Day
had come – about 2 o’clock one morning when we were on night duty. I
had been sent to listen to the Radio because I could understand German,
slightly. We were all tremendously excited, but when I had listened and
heard only local news and general German propaganda, we all relaxed
again.
VE Day, when it came wasn’t at all like that. We were expecting it – Italy
gave in first and then North West Germany, with Holland – and on May
8th, we just weren’t capable of being surprised anymore.
Plans for celebrating were a little slow; the C.O. only thought about beer
and the new Committee didn’t seem to have thought of anything. So, in
the morning when news came that we were to be confined to camp, and
no visitors could come to the dance, everyone felt very fed up. What was
there to celebrate? Eric still in Germany? Or the fact that all the Yanks we
knew would now go to the Pacific and fight their war? Men were still
fighting and dying in Burma – but news came that we could wear civvies,
and slowly we began to get the spirit. I spent all day frantically stitching
my dress: the belt was done by Gwen on the cliff path. In the afternoon
we held a service on the Bawdsey lawn – lined up in three blocks with all
the sirens and whistles shrieking from Felixstowe and Harwich.
Miraculously that evening all the Americans appeared (?from Martlesham?) with bottles of Scotch, and the gunners and the Bentwaters Boys
(R.A.F.) – we were all so polite for fear of offending the “Other Guy” that
it was funny: everyone got very merry, including me.
The King spoke at nine o’clock and for a moment I knew again that old
sense of loss: so many would never come back, so much was over for
always – I was just about to say just that when I caught Ev. smiling at me
and my hand clenched in his – so relaxed and danced instead. We burned
Hitler’s effigy at midnight, and I improved Anglo-American relations
with Griff, Bill Jack and the rest, the party broke up at 3 a.m. and I fell
into bed feeling tired and more than a little surprised at myself. But I
found time to count the stars of the Plough and wish before I fell asleep.
Peggy Butler
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was taken to build the second Memorial she volunteered to act as secretary to our informal committee tasked with building and then dedicating
the Memorial.
The work involved was considerable not least when Gordon Kinsey our
then President used his considerable contacts and we began receiving
donations from around the world from those who’s relative had served at
Martlesham in the war years.
The dedication service was a very full house indeed including people such
as Lady Bader senior officers retired and local dignitaries. Joan organised
them all including current serving military officers and the Colour
Guards. Joan felt so proud to be able to contribute and she continued to
do so for many years helping with the Remembrance Day Service, but
always “from behind the curtain”, Joan was a very good friend to us
-thank you Joan you made a real difference.
Richard Barker President MHAS

We were sorry to hear of the death of Deric Baker on the 9th December
2019. Unfortunately we didn't hear about Deric's death until early 2020
so missed the February newsletter. Deric along with his wife Maureen
joined the society back in October 2000, 20 years ago. Not knowing as
lot about Deric (I am ashamed to admit) I telephoned Maureen for some
background information and got quite a shock. Maureen grew up in
Thorndon which is where my mother grew up. Maureen's maiden name
was Cracknell, my Grandmother was a Cracknell, are we related quite
possibly, Find my Past will help.
Back to Deric. Maureen told me that Deric was stationed at RAF
Martlesham Heath in the M/T section and while there met Maureen at a
station dance, they married in 1958 and were about to celebrate their
Diamond Wedding Anniversary. The strange thing is that Maureen's
father was a Pilot Officer at Martlesham and he met Maureen's mother at
a station dance there. Her father was Alfred Arthur Lewis Cracknell. He
was in Anglesea Road hospital with a severe back injury for eight months
following a plane crash. Even stranger she went to school with Robert
Dunnett and was sad to here of his passing. They would chat about life at
Kesgrave High school when Maureen and Deric came to our Fun Day's
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Whilst Ray had only been a member of our Society for about 3 years – we
became used to seeing Ray and his lovely wife Susan at our Monthly
Meetings.
I am sure many of you remember them sitting quietly and enjoying our
talks.
Ray was even more familiar to us at our Control Tower Museum. He first
got involved with the Museum when planning for the big MH100 (Martlesham Heath) Centenary Event in 2017 started.
He was one of those people who must have had a massive address book
– he knew lots of useful people everywhere. Following his retirement
from a long career with BT he got heavily involved with The Bawdsey
Radar Museum, mentored young Engineers, and got involved with some
of the Business “Start Ups” at BT Adastral Park. His involvement with the
MH100 Event cemented his links with The University of Suffolk, and
some of the Staff and Consultants there.
Unsurprisingly he was very good technically – and it was pretty much due
to him, with his contacts, that the large interactive display in the Church
at the MH100 Event took place.
Following this, when we saw what was possible, he led the way for the
installation and operation of the 2 Raspberry Pi Interactive Screen displays in the Control Tower Museum. He also built bridges between us and
Ipswich MakerSpace Group – (a group of enthusiasts using very modern
technology like 3D printers and laser cutting tools). We have started to use
their products around the Museum.
We, like many others across the Heath, will really miss Ray – His
enthusiasm, help, technical expertise, and sense of humour will not be
forgotten.
Howard King

Joan Lawrence may not be a name with which you are familiar, but our
Society is blessed with individuals who are our true friends and Joan was
such a person. She passed away on the 20th. April after a long illness.
Joan was my office manager and a very good one and when the decision
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Howard King recently spoke to Alan Smith – the original Archivist of
our Martlesham Heath Control Tower Museum. Earlier on in the war
he, with his school mates, were evacuated to near Kidderminster, and he
remembers seeing German bombers flying over, going towards Coventry. It was later revealed that they were following a radio beam.
Alan later returned home to Clacton and resumed school there…….
Of V.E. day itself, Alan, now in his 90’s recalls…
“I was 16 on V.E. Day, and living with my parents in Clacton, not far from
the Sea Front. V.E. Day arrived, though at first it was quiet… The
blackout was still enforced…
Things were starting to happen, but I and a chum went down to the
Seafront to see what was going on.
During the war the Cliff area from the Pier northwards, had become an
Anti-Aircraft Gunnery School… we were used to hearing the sound of
various guns from machine Guns right up to the 9.4cm Heavy anti-aircraft
Gun…. Normally these would be firing at Targets towed behind aircraft,
and occasionally in the later part of the war engaged Hitlers “Doodle Bug
“Flying Bombs…… This training unit often fired around 5,000 rounds a
day – so we were not too bothered by noises from the seafront.
However, something strange was going on, as my chum and I found out
as we started to drift towards Clacton Pier.
When we got to the Pier, we saw that some of the Soldiers had broken into
the remains of a bombed and smashed Café, and built a bonfire using
smashed furniture. A soldier was on a ladder still stacking the wood onto
the Bonfire when, too much laughter, one of his colleagues set light to it.
Needless to say, the soldier on the ladder very quickly got off the bonfire
and retreated.
If you know Clacton Pier, the entrance is down a slope cut into the Cliffs.
This, and the lower promenade, was full of barbed wire, as an antiinvasion measure. However, there was a small access path, cordoned off,
through to the pier and the promenade itself.
Sometime earlier in that year, a few of us found the gate open, and we
sneaked through and had a swim in the sea – for the first time since the
war started.
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The Police came along, and good naturedly let us finish our swim and
escorted us from the area.
Back to V.E. day itself…. Some of the Army had got onto the Pier and
were firing off coloured flares and Very Pistol cartridges into the air.
Other soldiers started throwing very loud Army practice Thunderflashes
from the pier area up to people on the Cliff Top – being kicked back to the
Troops before they went off…
Then celebrations started up on the road that runs along the Sea Front.
Soldiers entered the largest Hotel and liberated a Grand Piano – and
energetic dancing in the road on the seafront, started up. An impromptu
dance also took place in the “Blue Lagoon” near the pier. And I remember
sitting on the stairs watching all the high jinks.
After the Soldiers had started to throw Thunderflashes my chum thought
it was getting dangerous – He returned home. I asked him to tell my
parents where I was, which he did not do!
When I got home, tired yet excited… my Parents were very concerned a
about what had happened to me, and I got a rocket!
So ended my V.E. Day.”
Alan Smith.
The following story was submitted by our member, Roger Brown. ED

Ray received his National Service ‘call-up’ papers on the 6th July 1948.
Prior to receiving his ‘papers’ he had been a member of the ATC for some
while; this was to have a significant effect on his time at Padgate during
Basic Training as we shall see later.In August he, like many National
Servicemen joining the RAF, reported to RAF Padgate for the dreaded
eight weeks ‘square bashing’ and there he became one of 130 recruits in
‘D’ Flight.
Basic Training at Padgate was all about learning to take orders: weapon
training: drill; PT and the inevitable ‘bull’. However, Ray had an advanPage 7

tractors and in particular, excavators. The next grand idea involved
the hiring of an excavator over a
number of weeks. There are very
few airfields left with Revetments,
Martlesham Heath has four, albeit
most have been raided over the
years by local people building rockeries in their gardens. One of the
Revetment’s in the woods was chosen and along with the “Wednesday
Gang” work began. However it
wasn’t long before we were pulled
up by the local newts, toads and
frogs brigade, namely the “Portal
Woodlands Group”. This is where
Robert steps back, confrontation
not being his strong point and the
situation would often end in arguments. We avoided being charged
with destroying the flora and forna
and concentrated on the Revetment beside the control tower. It had been
pretty well covered by soil over the years which had encouraged all
manner of flora and even trees. Eventually the wall was uncovered and
the tree roots were ground out exposing the wall for all to see.
Robert in his favourite
excavator

I could go on writing about Roberts grand ideas but space precludes me.
Suffice to say that Robert’s ideas were always to help promote the MHAS
and the Control Tower Museum. Robert your work is done and I and the
MHAS thank you for all your support over the years. It’s time now for
you and Rita to rest until we all meet again and in the meantime, keep off
the excavators.
Martyn your friend

We were shocked and saddened to learn of the Death of Ray Hooper, early
on Tuesday 31st December aged 72 years.
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wife died. I spoke with Robert just after Rita passed away, it was a
difficult phone call as you can imagine. Robert had lost his partner of 60
years. In the six weeks following Rita’s death Robert suffered a number
of health setbacks in quick succession which came on top of his list of
cancers that he fought so bravely over many years.
Despite Robert’s health he was the kind of guy that was always having
grand ideas especially regarding the MHAS Control Tower, usually involving a lot of heavy manual work along with the use of tractors or
excavators.
Having secured a lease for the 2nd WW Control Tower in the mid 90s his
first idea was to create a museum dedicated to RAF Martlesham Heath in
the Control Tower. This had been tried in the 80’s but lack of money
eventually put pay to that idea at that point in time.
In the early nineties Charles (Holly) Hall one of our then Vice Presidents
made contact with the 356th Fighter Group in the US. They were keen to
help establish a museum in the old control tower which had been built for
them during 1943 and money appeared to be no object. Robert then wrote
to the group asking for donations which were enough to get the project
started. The museum was opened in 2000.
The fact that the airfield had been built on heathland with gorse and
bracken in abundance made the risk of fire in the summer a real hazard,
(it was part of the east coast ‘Sandling’s’) hence Roberts next idea.
The front of the control tower was hidden by burnt gorse from a previous
fire, Robert suggested that we clear it away and sow grass seed, yours
truly went along with the idea of course. We roped in Peter Nichols one
of our members and one of his tractors with a type of harrow attached to
run over the gorse. It was quite successful. We would start in the morning
with some of the society members referred to as the “Wednesday Gang”.
But lunchtime saw a great exodus leaving Robert and myself to carry on.
We toiled on in the heat and dust and eventually cleared the majority of
rubbish away over the next few weeks. To our delight the rain clouds
gathered as we finished clearing on the final week. The grass seed was
hurriedly purchased and we began sowing. Within a week the seed was
showing signs of shooting. Now the area is green and is used by the
villagers along with the MHAS for their various events.

tage over his fellow ‘erks’ as his time in the ATC had given a head start in
bulling boots and drill, in fact, because of his ATC time he was ‘excused
boots’ for two weeks during his time a Padgate but had to spend those two
weeks in the cookhouse!
From Padgate, Ray went to No 2 School of Technical Training at Cosford
for his Trade Training. He was there for 8 weeks and completed his
training as an Aircraftsman (Engine Assistant). However, he was not
allowed to change any components on the aircraft, that was the duty of the
RAF Fitter Grade 1. Under supervision of the Fitter, Ray did work on
Meteors: Vampires: Mosquito’s: Vikings; Hornets.
After Cosford his next posting was to Boscombe Down for 9- 10 months
where he joined a sub-section of the Air Traffic Control looking scheduling in visiting aircraft. There were five of them in a team refuelling
aircraft, doing flight checks under a Sergeant (Fitter Grade 2) and marshalling the aircraft back onto the airfield for take-off. Included also was
setting up night flying beacons for flashing the airfield two letter sign.
Ray tells the following story about an incident that happened whilst he
was stationed at Boscombe Down; -“on the airfield there was a hard
standing where aircraft could be anchored and their engines could be run
on test up to full power. In a field behind the hard standing a farmer had
planted the seasons potatoes, however, when a Meteor was tied down and
run up to full power the exhaust gases from the jet engines blew all the
potatoes out of the field…the farmer was not a happy man…!”
From Boscombe Down, Ray had a posting on compassionate ground to
RAF Martlesham and, because of the health of his father, he lived off the
base at his home in Ipswich.
Ray’s final 9 months of National Service ‘career’ was spent in the Blind
Landing Experimental Unit (BLEU) which was top secret in those days.
Essentially, according to Ray, it was an emitted beam which allowed
aircraft to land in thick fog (auto landing) and descendants of its system
are still in use around the world today.
As Aircraftsman Smith was a trained Engine Assistant, he was one of a
team that pre and post checked the aircraft’s engines (Vikings; Meteor’s:
Vampires etc.) before and after take-off; this was done whilst the equipment for the blind landing was being installed in the aircraft.

But that’s not the end of Robert’s ideas. Robert had this fascination with

Finally, Ray tells the following tragic story: -“as my father was extremely
unwell, I was not living on site at Martlesham Heath, but I was living at
home.
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One evening in June 1949 I became a witness to the following tragic
flying incident. After getting off the local bus, I was walking down Myrtle
Road towards my home and with a very loud roar, two very, very low
flying aircraft passed up the road towards me and roared overhead (I
found out later that they were participating in an ‘Exercise Foil’ exercise;
where one aircraft was the ‘enemy’ and the other was the ‘friendly’ and
they were practising combat manoeuvres).The leading aircraft, a twin
boomed jet, passed over me, banked to the right to throw of his pursuer
and lost height, striking the roof of the house at the end of the road some
200 yards behind me; totally destroying the house and killing a 13 year
old girl, also injuring a young boy. The jet then crashed through the park
wall killing the pilot and destroying the plane.

the Control Tower and with many other dedicated volunteers it was
opened as an aviation museum in September 2000.
He has been our vice chairman for all of that time and his special interest
was the development of our Control Tower museum.
We made contact with American members of the USAAF 356th Fighter
Group and Robert was a great ambassador when they came back to visit
us. With other society members he twice flew out to the United States to
attend their reunions and made many friends.
Robert, or Bob to many of us, had that rare quality of making everybody
he met feel a special friend and it was always a pleasure to be in his
company. We will remember him for his humour and even his endless
supply of jokes!
My late wife and I have known Robert and Rita since the seventies. Our
children grew up together and we enjoyed several long weekend breaks
in our respective caravans.
Rita had suffered from cancer since the eighties and has had many years
of poor health borne with great fortitude. Robert has also endured cancer
these last few years.
Our thoughts go out to his family at this unprecedented time when they
were unable to visit Robert in hospital.
They leave two children, Mark and Jane. Four grandchildren and four
great grand children, with another one on the way. Robert was 84 and Rita
80 years of age.
Alan Powell

As I was only 300-400 yards from home I ran there and ‘phoned Martlesham to say that a jet had crashed. The fire brigade arrived within minutes.
Meanwhile the other aircraft had flown off”.
The crash occurred at 5.40 on the 29th June 1949. The twin boomed jet
was an D.H.‘Vampire’ FB5 (Serial No:-VF347) from 247 Squadron,
flown by Squadron Leader Anthony Roscoe Towne Beddow DFC. The
pursuing aircraft was a twin-engine D.H. ‘Hornet’.
There is also an interesting police report on the web from a P.C. Westcott
who witnessed the whole affair from his position at the bottom of Myrtle
Road.
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Alan has written an obituary for the web site and for our June newsletter.
However having worked closely with Robert for many years in and
around the control tower and his computer I have penned this personal
obituary.
Sadly Robert passed away on Friday 1st May just 6 weeks after Rita his
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"Over here and oversexed", was a phrase often heard!
So worried were the authorities that certain feature films were commissioned by the Ministry of Information with the aim of improving the
situation.
I recall two films in particular. One was "The Way To The Stars." The
script was written by the playwright Terence Rattigan. The other film was
an Archer Brothers technicolour film, "A Matter of Life and Death". Both
stories were intended to portray friendly cooperation between our two
nations.
Unfortunately the war had just finished when they were released!

At that point Ray still had some months of his National Service to
complete; these he completed remaining at RAF Martlesham, knowing
that he participated in a small way in making aircraft safer to land in
extreme weather conditions.
I have also attached a photo of the crash scene as taken by a local
photographer shortly after the crash.
Photograph by courtesy of Archant Newspapers.
I would like to thank Raymond Smith for his invaluable help in preparing
this article.
Roger Brown

"A Matter of Life and Death" was acclaimed as one of the best British
films of all times. It is available on Britbox and "The Way to the Stars" is
available on Youtube.
Alan Powell

I am so sorry to have to report the passing of both Rita and Robert Dunnett
within six weeks of each other. They will be remembered with great
affection by all who knew them.
Both succumbed directly or indirectly to cancer. Robert was in hospital
and contracted pneumonia. He died on May 1st. Rita on 20th March.
Robert was responsible for obtaining the lease initially on the top floor of
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I had an email from a lady via our web site with an unusual request. She
was aware that Air Commodore Mike Bettell is an honorary vice president
of MHAS and wished to contact him.
I informed Mike Bettell of this and he sent her his contact email and
received the following reply.
Such an extraordinary coincidence! ED
Dear Sir,
This is a long shot, but around 30 years ago, my brother in law Paul, dug
from his back garden in Sidcup Kent, a Victory medal from The Great
War. It was in a terrible condition due to being in the soil for such a long
time. It was also difficult to decipher writing on the medal and there was
no Internet then to research anything. He gave it to me yesterday to see if
I could help.
Through a process of elimination I believe it may have been a medal
belonging to Albert A S Bettell. Unfortunately nearly all his regiment
numbers have rubbed off though, but it does look like RAF after his name,
although I believe he was a Gunner in The Royal Garrison Artillery and
the RAF had yet to be formed. I traced his family through the years, as
this looks like an original medal and although badly damaged, it would be
nice to send it home to his family.
I noticed that Albert, had a son Albert Walter a Lieutenant who had sadly
died in WW2, but he had married and had a son, Michael before he died.
If this has any connection to you, we would love you to have it, but if not
I’m sorry if I’ve got all this wrong, I don’t know how this medal could’ve
ended up in a back garden in Sidcup.
Kind regards and best wishes,
Karen Johnson.
Mike has given me permission to relate the story here.
Hello Alan
I do enjoy reading Runway 22 and I would be pleased if this story was to
appear in a future edition. Below is the reply I sent to Karen which gives
some background:
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1944.
Due to an approaching violent storm, both were recalled. By the time they
had returned to the vicinity of the aerodrome, however, the wind and rain
had significantly reduced visibility. Contemporary newspaper reports
detailed wind velocities approaching 60 mph.
On approach from the west, towards runway 08, and in formation with the
second aircraft, First Lieutenant John Bloemendal, pilot of the first
Liberator, (named Classy Chassis 2), reported to the control tower that he
was aborting landing at the last moment and would perform a go-around.
Shortly afterwards, and out of sight of the second aircraft, the aircraft hit
the village of Freckleton in Lancashire.
Flying very low and banking steeply a wing hit a tree. The fuselage of the
25-ton bomber continued, partly demolishing three houses and the Sad
Sack Snack Bar that catered specifically for American servicemen from
the airbase, before crossing Lytham Road and bursting into flames. After
part of the aircraft hit the infants' wing of Freckleton Holy Trinity School,
fuel from the ruptured tanks ignited and produced another sea of flames.
The clock in one classroom stopped at 10.47 am.
52 people (the three crew members on the B-24), 34 children, one teacher,
six American servicemen, one RAF airman and seven Snack Bar staff
died instantly, with nine others (four children, one teacher, an American
serviceman and three RAF airmen), later dying in hospital from their
injuries. In all 61 persons lost their lives in one of the most tragic crashes
involving civilians and in particular children, over England during WW2.
A memorial garden and children's playground were opened in August
1945, in memory of those lost. The money for the playground equipment
having been raised by American airmen at the Warton airbase. A fund for
a memorial hall was started, and the hall was finally opened in September
1977. In addition to a memorial in the village churchyard, a marker was
placed at the site of the accident in 2007.
At that time, towards the end of the war, relations between the English
civilian population and American airmen stationed here was particularly
fractious and the Freckleton tragedy was hushed up as much as possible.
Many of our boys were fighting overseas and the presence of American
airmen, with their smart uniforms and informal manner, (not to mention
silk stockings!), was a cause for concern by the British government.
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The priest sang a cappella, the Quebec tube of Raymond Lévesque,
"When men will live in love", prophecy dating from 1956. The soldiers are
still not troubadours .... Two children laid a wreath offered by the association of the 103rd squadron at the foot of the illuminated cross where a
Union Jack was displayed. A candle was lit when each of the victims was
mentioned. The veterans, like Sergeant Fellowes, a machine gunner in
another crashed plane who had visited the site and stood in front of the
stele to pay tribute, are no longer here, but the light never goes out.

We, in our turn, should be grateful that those lives continue to be remembered.

"Dear Ms Johnson
What a wonderful email to receive on an ordinary weekday! My grandfather, Albert, did indeed serve in WW1 as did his brother George. He was
not in the RAF but I do not know which army regiment he served in. He
rarely talked of his experiences but I know he spent much time in the
trenches and suffered the horrors there (including gassing) that all soldiers did at the time. The family lived in Kent, Catford I believe, and he
may well have been in Sidcup at some stage. His son, Albert Walter
(known as Nib) was my father and, as you say, was sadly killed in WW2 at the Falaise Gap in N France in Aug 44 just 5 months after I was born.
He joined the army in the 30s as unemployment was high and served in
the Middlesex Regiment. He survived Dunkirk, was in Egypt and nearly
made it to the end. My mother never really got over his death and neither
did my grandmother. So much sorrow in those days.
I am very grateful indeed that you took the trouble to track me down. It
would be wonderful to hold my grandfather's medal; it will bring back so
many memories of happy holidays spent with him and my grandmother
when I was a child. I never knew my father and have few mementoes of
his life or my grandfather's. The medal will be a valuable link which I will
treasure.
With kind regards and many thanks"
Regards
Mike

Alan Powell.

I'll let you know if she replies

Darren Adkinson, who brought to my attention the story of 2nd Lt Arthur
Wong, also reminded me of a particularly tragic air disaster over England
in 1944. I believe Darren originated in the part of England where this took
place.

On the 29th March 1940 Prince Alexander Sergeevich Obolensky who
three days before had been promoted to full Pilot Officer brought his
Hawker Hurricane L1946 in to land at RAF Martlesham following a
training flight, he overshot the runway and crashing his plane and sadly
losing his life, he was 24 is buried in the Ipswich New Cemetery – section
X.H. Grave 424 the inscription read,

The phosphorus bombs of the bomber in flames did not cause the death of
any inhabitant but destroyed several dwellings. A six-year-old boy witnessed the crash. Raymond Meissner writes in his book, "Rémele, the
orphan of guerre du Hohrodberg" his memories of the accident of the
'liberation planes'. That night, the Canadian crew’s plane hit the wing of
one of the 645 bombers who were en route to drop their bombs on Munich,
and exploded on the ground, killing all its crew.
The God save the Queen and the Marseillaise will ring out on the heights
at Hohroberg Monday evening before the reception in front of the wood
fire.
The people of France, Belgium and Holland are grateful for the liberation
and each year across many parts of those countries memorial services are
held on the sites, such as Hohrodberg.

Two newly refurbished B-24 Liberator heavy bombers being made ready
for delivery to the 2nd Combat Division. They departed USAAF Base Air
Depot 2 at Warton aerodrome on a test flight at 10.30 am. on 23rd August
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“His undoubted spirit and enduring qualities live for ever in the hearts of
all who knew him”
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The Prince had been commissioned into the Royal Air Force Auxiliary in
1938 was called up to active service in 1939 and posted to 504 Squadron
which was then transferred to Digby using RAF Martlesham as its forward base.
In 2008 a project was launched to erect in Ipswich a permanent memorial
which resulted in a statute of the Prince being unveiled on the 18th.
February 2009 by his niece Princess Alexandra Obolensky, Roman
Abramovich the owner of Chelsea Football Club contributed to the fund
raising.
Each year the Prince Obolensky Award is presented by the Prince Obolensky Association to the person who the Association considers best represents the Prince’s Corinthian Spirit.
Our Society has and will continue to honour all those who sacrificed their
lives in the service of their Country or adopted Country but few sadly are
remembered in the same manner as is the Prince, why?
His family were Russian aristocracy who fled their native Russia in 1919
to avoid the consequences of the Revolution, educated in England the
Prince excelled in sport particularly rugby to the extent after two rugby
blues at Oxford he was picked to play for England on the right wing
against New Zealand ( The All Blacks ) a side we had never beaten. The
Prince scored two tries the first was good the second has gone down in
history as the greatest try ever scored in England and very many say the
best try in the game. Taking the ball on his right wing he outpaced the
entire New Zealand side to score in the left corner. I have seen the Pathe
News footage and I agree with the thousands who continue to say it was
the best.
Wherever in the world rugby is played it will for ever be associated with
the name of Prince Alexander Sergeevich Obolensky who’s life was cut
short in an accident while training to fight for his adopted Country.
Richard Barker

My brother lives in the Alsace region of France and has done since the
1960's. Alsace is an area still not much frequented by the British although
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it has many attractive ancient walled "wine villages". Strasbourg is the
capital of Alsace-Lorraine and that is now often referred to as the "Capital
of Europe" since it contains the seat of the European Parliament. The
Vosge mountains are to some extent a barrier between the quite Germanic
Alsace and the rest of mainland France.
Each year a remembrance service is conducted to honour the memory of
the crew of a Lancaster bomber that crashed in the mountains.
A simple memorial stone marks the spot where Lancaster NN766 crashed
on 7th January 1945 . Three of it's crew were Canadians. A second
Lancaster, ND968 of 460 squadron left from a different airfield in England. The aircraft met up over the channel and flew over France towards
the Vosges mountains-Alsace-Germany.
Some where over Epinal in France with all lights extinguished, because
of the night fighters, NN766 collided with the ND968 damaging a wing
and making a large hole in it's belly. The ND968 spun out of control but
pulled out at 1000m and flew back to base.
The NN766 out of control crashed some kms further on into the summit
of the Vosges at a spot called Hohrodberg. The plane exploded killing the
7 members of the crew and setting fire to the farm buildings around the
site.My brother has sent me this account of the annual remembrance
service:The Hohrodberg memorial was lit up Monday evening. In song and
prayer, thirty persons paid tribute to the sacrifice of the Allied airmen.
It was under a "sky for bombers" as the writer Len Deighton would have
described it that the small ceremony took place. The organizer Patrick
Baumann had invited Bernard Gauthier, new priest of the Trois-Epis. Six
of the crew members of the Lancaster NN766, whose memorial stone at
Hohrodberg marks their sacrifice, were like him, Canadian.
Their four-engine aircraft crashed on January 7, 1945 at 9:30 p.m. on the
heights of Hohrod. It was not only a crash, recalls Bernard Florence,
mayor of the town, it was also the signal for the coming liberation. Thirty
or so people, including Fernand Stihlé, president of the Souvenir français
de la vallée, Antoine Boithiot, president of the UNC, and the indestructible Kurt Muller, first commander of the mountain rescue team, climbed up
to the Kleinkopf on Monday evening to celebrate the 75th anniversary of
the sacrifice of young Allied airmen.
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